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In Brief 
I was that strange kid that enjoyed more coding than playing with games (although I               

can nostalgically admit that I lost quite some time playing Prince of Persia, Lemmings              
and Monkey Island in my youth). The same kid that learnt how to reinstall the OS and                 
the software on the home pc (an old 286) reading the manual. And I learnt it against the                  
most important and pressing deadline ever: do it before getting caught by my father!              
And, well, he did catch me. Because “suddenly” the mouse started working, no driver              
was installed before so… That was my first out-of-scope feature. What a newbie error!              
So, after that, he started giving me more books and manuals, as much as I wanted. I’ve                 
never interrupted my IT study since. 

I’ve never adopted a language as my preferred one. I always try to use the               
appropriate one for each task. Because basically I solve problems (not Pulp Fiction Mr              
Wolf style, though: I don’t love suits that much...), and languages are just tools for this                
scope.  

I love to explore the adoption of each new (mature) technology in my solutions.              
Also, my passion is to continuously mix IT with my various interests (e.g. music,              
photography, geeky things or psychology) with new ideas and purposes. Finally, my            
creativity and lateral thinking, together with my enthusiastic and proactive attitude, force            
me to always look for multiple and complementary solutions. I can’t help: this is in my                
DNA. 
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Experiences 
While I started really early “doing things”, my career officially kicked-off in the             

professional software-building world in the early 2000s. My first tasks were in the             
“dynamic” web page realm, but they soon evolved once the market and technology             
gave me the chance!  

I started working for the university in 2005. Here I developed and strengthened             
my Java, PHP, database(Oracle and MySQL), front-end(HTML, CSS, Javascript),         
deployment and delivery skills (basically UNIX and FTP): my very first (and exhilarating)             
full-stack experience with different challenges every day along my role duties. 

I moved to Spain in 2008 (due to some personal and curious events that I’d love to                 
tell, but would take too much space here...) and started working as a freelancer. In this                
context, I’ve been working with both excellent collaborators (who eventually became           
very good friends) and autonomously, always in a more relaxed environment. There, I             
focused much more of my time in studying and developing new concepts, learning how              
to find solutions to client’s problems (sometimes even solving those issues they initially             
did not know they had), and adopting every tech I considered useful. I also learnt the                
deep benefits of version control and to avoid the (unfortunately still too widespread) bad              
practice of “wheel-reinventing”. One highlight of this experience was the development of            
my little personal framework for a client project (with very specific, and custom,             
requirements…) that allowed me to move from PHP (which I was already mastering at              
the time) to python, and Django.  

But working as a “lone rider/freelance” is boring. It’s limiting. I’m a social animal. I               
am a bass player. The synergy with the team is obviously lost when working alone. That                
is why I was super-happy to accept a position at the Fuerteventura Airport in April               
2014. After a short, intense, powerful and charging adjustment period (where I’ve been             
mentored by a very mind-blowing professional and, eventually, a very good friend of             
mine), I then became myself mentor and leader of a team, while still working hands-on               
code. We developed some interesting software, involving a journey into the IoT            
universe. My main guiding principle since then is that a good leader is NOT a boss (and                 
he/she should never be forced to be one). An example of this is found in my                
accomplishments there at the Fuerteventura Airport as a team leader. For example I did              
introduce Best Practices (as some TDD...) and helped make them a standard. In             
practice, the transition was facilitated by my natural use, which raised curiosity in my              
team. After some explanations and demos of why BPs are cool, the rest just followed.  
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Then, some external and unhappy circumstances made me and my family move on             
(and out of Spain). The flip side of this is that, looking for a funnier and more exciting (as                   
well as safer, more culturally-speaking-mature as exotic and certainly interesting)          
environment, we moved to Australia in January 2016. Here I challenged myself by             
starting again from the “bottom”; i.e. by working in a part-time freelance role. This was               
much more rewarding than expected. While I was again able to be involved deeply in               
caring for my kids (well I have to confess myself guilty of involving them in brainstorming                
& software planning activity … with funny and interesting as promising results! Not to              
mention that, as they can ask you questions, they have proven more effective than              
rubber duck debugging!) I’ve also started sharing part of my time with the vibrant              
Melbourne Meetup community, making new friends and even presenting at          
conferences. In particular, I had the chance to speak about old jobs of mine as well as                 
new (almost crazy) ideas, discussing new solutions and testing the adoption of new             
tools. 

I had a really exciting experience working for Common Code, in Melbourne, while             
tasting once again the perks of working in an open and complex team. There, the               
software I was working on was secondary over other higher interest tasks. In particular,              
that environment gave me the chance to strengthen my Agile skills, learn more python              
tricks (Common Code is one of the main supporters for the Melbourne Django Meetup),              
and get “dirty” with ansible (before then I already used it but pretty much just in                
conjunction with Vagrant and/but not in production). 

A following (and successful) job interview and some remote working since           
November 2016 for VRT systems brought me then to North in sunny Queensland. To              
Brisbane, where we develop some nice IoT software (basically for remote building            
control and monitoring) since January 2017, with my family following me from            
Melbourne a month later (right after I found a nice accommodation for all of us). This                
experience was a really interesting one, since VRT’s approach is very unconventional            
(on certain aspect) and definitely different from that I would have adopted (or what I did                
working in the Spanish Airport, for example!). At VRT I grew my familiarity with              
everyday-production environments including Docker, and learnt a few new cool tricks. I            
also spent some time fighting some epic battle against AngularJS and, again, I learnt              
as much as I could. 

Since July 2017 then, while living in Brisbane I started collaborating with DSTIL, an              
innovation and software laboratory at Deakin University in Melbourne working mostly on            
AI, ML and DL related software. I was actually covering a hybrid role: as Senior Full                
Stack with Management skills. I’ve been put under many different tests and limit             
situations. But surely it was not my first rodeo and I actually loved the empowering               
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feeling and the challenge. I’ve been the DevOps Guy, the Senior, the Mentor, the              
Project Manager and even the Product Owner. All this while working on remote. And              
with different teams with 3 to 8 members to coordinate. Brilliant peeps! Great time!  
I lead the team to ship and deliver some “Data Science as a Service” (e.g. building                
delivery instruments to pack the data science libraries for a production-ready           
environment) still sometimes coding a few lines here and there and enjoying the             
process. I was able to propose my solution, which was eventually adopted. In             
particular, even if we started aiming at using Apache Mesos, due to some “client              
requirements”, we ended up using K8s on AWS, Docker to pack and build the Java               
and Python libraries and some use Spark Clusters here and there. Definitively            
challenging and fascinating. 

Meanwhile I kept myself as active as possible in the tech knowledge sharing world              
attending and giving some talk like mine Async/Await talk at the BrisJS meetup, or              
volunteering, as mentor, at events like NodeGirls in Brisbane. 

A few months later, in November 2017 as soon as I took my diploma in Business                
Management, we moved back to Europe, to Italy. Where I spent until the end of the year                 
working for DSTIL just closing two projects and helping starting another while handing             
over deliveries to a colleague, writing documentation and doing some QA assessment.  

I, finally, took some holidays with my family. That’s when for some strange             
coincidence that I found the Abinsula SRL group in my way. That’s how I got back to                 
work in no time and since February 2018 I have been collaborating as an employee of                
Abika. Here I work in the “digital” team even if I spend a lot of time moving through the                   
chairs of the embedded team helping them out, as and when possible. As consulting              
agency we design concepts and solutions for the Automotive as the Football Data             
Analisis, going through precise farming and car sharing platforms. Yep: basically           
everything. Some projects (and the related/involved tech) I have been particularly           
involved in are: 
 

● EIDOSMEDIA - Terna DevOps; 
Terraform, Azure, AWS; 

● System Integration Course - Teacher; 
Database, SOA, Security and Architecture of Cloud Services; 

● RAAC: Advanced Audio Analysis; 
Kubernetes and Docker; Microservices; Flask & Python; Mobile (evaluating Flutter); SQL and noSQL             
DataBases; AGILE and CI/CD pipelines and deliveries trough GitLab; Aws as Cloud and RaspberryPI              
Custom Cluster as Fog.  
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● Topcon - Fields: precise farming; 
Kubernetes and Docker; Helm, Terraform; Flask, Python, Celery; React FrontEnd; SQL and noSQL             
DataBases; simple anarchic Kanban on Jira with CI/CD pipelines and deliveries trough BitBUcket; 

● FootureLab: football precise analysis on player performances; 
Kubernetes and Docker; AI-aas; Django & Python; React FrontEnd; SQL and noSQL DataBases; AGILE              
and CI/CD pipelines and deliveries trough GitLab; 

● CardioFilo: patient management software aimed to specifically support cardiology         
specialists; 
K8s and Docker; MicroServices Architecture; Django & Lambas (java and GOlang); SQL (Postgres) and              
noSQL (redis and mongoDB) DBs; OpenEHR; Serverless Ready; ReactJS and React(Native); Redmine for             
Management and Documentation; CI/CD pipelines and deliveries trough GitLab; 

● Prisma: IoT platform to monitor compost production; 
K8s and Docker; AWS (with kops); Django; Lambas (GOlang); Arduino & Raspberry; 

● Splash: car sharing platform with IoT;  
Docker; Django; Mqtt; Raspberry; SQL and noSQL DBs; Raspberry;  

● ArtRights: marketplace for art pieces based on a blockchain model  
Docker; Django; SQL; CI/CD trough GitLab; 

● PSD: software for shipment management  
Docker; Django; SQL; Trello; 

● UniSS: troubleticketing management platform. 
Docker; Django; SQL; GitLab; 

● Telemetry: McLaren custom telemetry management system. 
QT, C++; 
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Right Here, Right Now 
I have to say: I had a pretty good impression and fun start. The Abinsula group has built 
something remarkable if we consider the medium level here in Italy or the even worse 
one in Sardinia.  
 
Add that, as promised, I started my role with leading and mentoring Juniors Dev and 
introducing BPs and DevOps duties to basically every colleague that wanted to learn 
something new. We aimed to bring in as much as possible of the “global” culture of 
development I embedded myself in while living overseas. 
 
But the Italian market demands and the classical Enterprise approach to it came on the 
surface pretty quickly, sometimes changing my role, sometimes, in a mere body-rented 
“backend monkey coder developer”. Something I comply with and committed to “for the 
sake of the project”, sure, but also something I absolutely do not feel comfortable with. 
At all.  
 
Especially while knowing the infinite alternatives and vibrants realities existing outside. 
That is why I feel that I am not progressing anymore and I need to steer the wheel and 
change my direction. 
 
So, if we just look at it on the bright side we can say this is pushing me to actively look 
for a real new challenge. 

Please let me stress this: I still LOVE to code and I like and enjoy keeping my hands                  
dirty in some reasonable measure. That’s why I’ll be happy to evaluate any mixed              
BackEnd working out the T in TDD and/or search for the Proof of Concept the project                
may need (especially if GOlang is involved, very entertaining, though). And again help             
engineers to answer some riddle pair working, designing the best solution possible and             
obviously also learning something in the process. Also DevOps is very fun. (I’ll build my               
docker for my dev environment anyway so I’ll be happy to add on top some K8s). Well,                 
to be quite frank, I’m not really eager to take on the frontend (even if ReactJS it’s quite                  
interesting, though).  
 
But: I also miss (a lot) looking after a (real) team to mentor, grow and lead to develop                  
some greater, a product, a new software. I got used to managing the Engineers team               
and plan accordingly to the resources (such as time and budget!) I have at my disposal.                
To keep control on the bigger picture. I miss solving riddles working among them for               
much more ambitious projects! and satisfy customers' needs (...yes I love the Agiles             
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principles...). I think I proved myself able of this, even working remotely with DSTIL,              
before as now at Abinsula. Add also that It was with this goal/role in mind that I’ve                 
pursued a Business & Management Certificate IV degree (studying in the sunny            
Brisbane) in order to have some more “formal” certification for the skills as a              
team/project leader that I also developed with experience in the field.  

Please forgive me as I rewrote my CV in a more informal and direct way since more                 
formal and technical information can be retrieved from my LinkedIn profile. Please be             
my guest and if you feel I can solve any doubt answering any question, well: just don’t                 
be shy… and thank you for your time by the way! 
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